
Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:
 
Here's the first episode in a new video series: Assaulted - Justin Trudeau's war on Gun Owners.
It's produced by True North Canada - more info on them here. It's worth watching and sharing. I'll
post new episodes as they come up.

That leads to my next point. I dislike bringing politics into this publication, but now it is needed. If
we don't get into politics now, we will have no more cowboy shooting later. Parliament has been
dissolved and there will likely be an election in the fall. Polls show the Liberals have a good
chance of winning a majority. If that happens, there is no doubt they will proceed with their plan to
ban hand guns. That will just be the start. Eventually they will ban most guns - that has been their
goal for a long time. 

If we do not fight this, they will succeed - they may succeed even if we fight - but they will
definitely succeed if we do nothing. For the longest time gun owners have stood by and watched
as new and onerous restrictions have made gun ownership more and more difficult. There is little
room left - gun ownership will be a thing of the past if we continue to stand by and do nothing.

What can you do? The easiest thing is to contribute money to the only political party that does not
support banning guns - the Conservative Party of Canada - info is here. You can also contribute to
various firearms related organizations that I have listed at the bottom of the page. You can call or
email your MP to let them know your position on the issue. You can volunteer your time to help
with campaigns. At a minimum, contribute something to support those against gun bans. Despite
what you may think, you can make a difference. This could be your last chance to find out.

Another little tidbit - apparently there's a new Form 6. If you're planning to go to the US, make
sure you use the new one - you can get it here.

Lots of matches this week - Sarnia, Ottawa and Barrie on Saturday (July 10). Next weekend we
have Grenville on Saturday (July 17) and Owen Sound on Sunday (July 18).There are still limits,
so be sure to check the match details and pre-register. 

To those of you who have asked me about watching a match, most can still not allow spectators.
Check with the match contact on the web site to be sure.

Rule Review  (by Legendary Lawman and Serenity) - having a pause this week - be back
next week.

The piece below was submitted by Legendary Lawman - took me by surprise.

SASS REGULATOR 

Each year at End of Trail, SASS announced the current list of shooters who have been nominated
and approved as SASS Regulators.  Regulators are those folks who work above and beyond the
call of duty for the benefit of SASS and their affiliated club(s). Their services are worth more than
SASS or their club could ever pay. They personify the Cowboy Way and provide an excellent role
model for all shooters, young and old alike.
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On June 22, at End of Trail 2021, SASS announced the latest Regulators.  Included in that group
was our own Doc Lonesome SASS #104799.

Some of the reasons that Doc deserves to be a SASS Regulator:

About four years ago, he took over the operation and maintenance of the Ontario Single
Action Shooting Federation (OSASF) website (www.osasf.ca).  He is now using his own
resources to maintain it.
He produces a weekly email, every week of the year for SASS shooters in all Ontario and
beyond. It includes all the cowboy shooting information and schedule for the next couple of
weeks to remind all shooters of upcoming events.
He actively checks with clubs throughout the province to ensure they are included in the
posted schedule and the weekly newsletter.
He works with clubs to try and resolve scheduling conflicts to the benefit of all shooters. 
The website contains the calendar for the year showing all shoots and cowboy events in
Ontario as well as major events elsewhere of interest to cowboy shooters.
He follows up with clubs after their shoot to ensure a timely posting of their results.  
Results are maintained on the website for reference.
He has become the central repository for cowboy information.  New shooters and new
clubs turn to him for information.  Depending on their request, he will refer them to
someone who can help them.
During the shooting season, he tries to attend shoots at all the clubs in the province to
experience their facilities and make sure they know him and what OSASF can do for them.
As an example, in late 2020, a shooting club was interested in starting cowboy shooting. 
He organized a handful of cowboy shooters to go with him to put on an introduction to
CAS® and a demonstration shoot.  He then arranged an ROI course for those interested. 
The OSASF website has an active buy and sell section for all cowboy guns, equipment and
clothing.
He has purchased a supply of targets with his own funds which are lent to new clubs to
assist them getting started in cowboy shooting, or used by established clubs to enhance
their facilities or facilitate hosting of large matches.
In Canada, legal gun owners are under significant pressure from the government.  Doc is
continually encouraging shooters, through his communications, on how to support gun
rights.

Doc’s nomination was supported by a number of Match Directors, Territorial Governors and long-
time cowboy shooters from across the province.

Since Doc was not at EOT to accept this award, the badge and certificate would normally be
presented locally during a cowboy event.  However, given the circumstances at the present time,
we are announcing this to all the cowboys in Ontario now and hope that in the next few months
we can find a suitable occasion to make the formal presentation.

If you want to congratulate Doc, you can send him an email here.

As I said - that was a surprise - thanks to all who had a hand in it.

You can get my latest covid updates here.

The classifieds are still active - a bunch of new stuff this week. 

You can help fight the gun ban by supporting advocacy groups such as The Gun Blog The
Canadian Shooting Sports Association, The Canadian Coalition for Firearms Rights or the
National Firearms Association (among others). If you want to donate to any of the legal
proceedings fighting the bans, there is info here. You can also contribute to the Conservative
Party - the only one in Canada that supports gun owners - info here.

Next Matches:  Sarnia, Ottawa & Barrie July 10; Grenville July 17, Owen Sound July 18

Details are on the OSASF Website
Contact us here
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